
Email strand showing Mr. Hauth requesting to receive fair and equal treatment like the 

other “BE Managers”, since her email was titled “BE Managers” and came from the same 

email address she utilizes as a BECC member.  This is the email that Ms. Carla McQuillan 

condensending responds to “unprompted” by Mr. Hauth, and also inappropriately cc’s 

others not originally involved. This email below is what Ms. McQuillan phrases as 

“bullying” by Mr. Hauth.  Ms. McQuillan holds a “position of power with the OCB”, as a 

Commissioner and Ms. Miranda holds a “position of power with OCB”, as a BECC 

member - Mr. Hauth does not as a BE Manager.  (Please See separate email)   

From: "randy hauth" <randy.hauth@comcast.net> 

To: lewandamiranda@clearwire.net 

Cc: "Jerry Bird" <bird85227@comcast.net>, "Charlotta Mckinzie" <luckylatte3@gmail.com>, 

"Cathy Colley-Dominique" <Cathydominique1@gmail.com>, gordonsmith1937@gmail.com, 

"Harold Young" <Hyoung92260@gmail.com>, "Ken Gerlitz" <kgerlitz@charter.net>, "Lewanda 

Miranda" <lewandamiranda@q.com>, northsantiamdist@hotmail.com, "Salvador Barraza" 

<sbarraza00@live.com>, "Steve Jackson" <stevescafe@gmail.com>, "Tessa Brown" 

<tessarbrown2@gmail.com>, "Ann Wright\"Subject" <wrightwaycafe@yahoo.com>, "randy 

hauth" <randy.hauth@comcast.net>, "linjaynes" <linjaynes@earthlink.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2014 5:35:38 PM 

Subject: Fwd: NABM membership 

July 22, 2014 

Dear Ms. Miranda: 

The email below is addressed to "BE Managers", however, I and another BE Manager (Lin 

Jaynes) have been excluded as recipients from it.  I had to receive the email you sent to  

"BE Managers" in another manner.  

It is rather concerning that I am being targeted and singled out to not receive an email 

addressed to "BE Managers".  For the record, I like the others your email is addressed to, am a 

"BE Manager" and have been for quite some time.  I expect fair and equal treatment as given 

and provided to the other "BE Manager(s)". 

Sincerely, 

Randy Hauth - Licensed Blind Vendor 

BE Manager, Oregon  

____________________________________________________________________________

From: "Lewanda Miranda" <lewandamiranda@q.com> 

Date: July 22, 2014 at 4:22:32 PM PDT 

To: <artds55@comcast.net>, "'Jerry Bird'" <bird85227@comcast.net>, "Charlotta Mckinzie" 

<luckylatte3@gmail.com>, "'Cathy Colley-Dominique'" <Cathydominique1@gmail.com>, 

"Derrick Stevenson" <derkat@oigp.net>, <gordonsmith1937@gmail.com>, "'Harold Young'" 

<Hyoung92260@gmail.com>, "Ken Gerlitz" <kgerlitz@charter.net>, "Lewanda Miranda" 
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<lewandamiranda@q.com>, <northsantiamdist@hotmail.com>, "Salvador Barraza" 

<sbarraza00@live.com>, "Steve Jackson" <stevescafe@gmail.com>, "Tessa Brown" 

<tessarbrown2@gmail.com>, "Ann Wright" <wrightwaycafe@yahoo.com> 

Subject: NABM membership 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 

Dear BE managers, 

You are invited! The National Federation of the Blind of Oregon, and the National Association of Blind 

Merchants are proud to announce the formation of a NABM of Oregon division.  

We will be promoting the 10 characteristics of a successful BEP and we want you to be involved. 

For more information please contact: 

Derrick Stevenson at 541-474-6081 or Ken Gerlitz, at 541-779-0504. 

We look forward to hearing from you, and will keep you posted as we move forward. 

Respectfully, 

The members of NABM in Oregon 
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